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Introduction
This is the second time that the Pearson Edexcel International AS paper WPH11, Mechanics and

Materials, has been sat by candidates. Section A of the paper is worth 10 marks and consists of 10

multiple choice questions. This is followed by Section B, consisting of 8 questions of increasing

length comprising of short, open-response, calculation and extended writing style questions.

The assessment for WPH11 is mostly similar to the legacy IAL specification. The specification has

been broadened to include recognising vector notation (specification point 4), conservation of

momentum in 1 direction (specification point 14), moments (specification point 15) and the

efficiency equation (specification point 30). This specification now includes three core practicals, to

determine the acceleration of free-fall, to use a falling ball method to determine the viscosity of a

fluid and a method to determine the Young modulus of a material. These have been examined in

the past but, to mirror the home 8PH01 specifications, these have now been designated

specification points making them a compulsory rather than optional part of the course. The content

of the materials section of the specification has been reduced with fluid flow diagrams and

definitions of mechanical properties such as brittle, ductile, hard, malleable and tough not included.

In line with the new IAL qualification, the new assessment objective AO2b allocates about 10 marks

of the paper to questions that require candidates to draw a conclusion. In addition to this the

legacy QWC questions have been replaced by one 6 mark linkage question, question 16(c) for this

exam series.

This paper enabled candidates of all abilities to apply their knowledge to a variety of styles of

examination questions. Many candidates showed a good progression from GCSE to AS Level, with

prior knowledge extended and new concepts taught and understood well. Candidates found the

length of some of the calculations to be challenging, often missing out key steps therefore only

scoring 1 or 2 marks for interim steps. Some questions were not answered as well as would have

been expected by many candidates; this was particularly evident in the 6 mark linkage question

(Q16(c)) which was set within the familiar context of the experiment to measure the Young modulus

of a wire. The new regions of the specification, in particular moments, were answered as expected

if not better. It was the problem-solving nature of some of the questions as well as the requirement

for explanations in an unstructured setting that many found to be challenging.

Candidates who had a sound understanding of the physics involved did not always demonstrate

this in their responses due to a lack of precision of the language and terminology used. Some

missed exactly what the question was actually asking, Q11 being an example, where answers were

sometimes given in terms of forces and not of momentum, as the question requested. However,

candidates from across all ability ranges usually managed to score some marks within these

questions. While the mathematical ability seen was strong, application to the context was not as

expected. Further time spent understanding the context, before attempting the question would

help candidates appreciate the requirement of the task at hand.
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Section A – Multiple Choice

Subject Percentage of

candidates who

answered correctly

Most common

incorrect response

1 Units, scalars and vectors 77 A

2 Newton’s second law 25 A

3 Upthrust and weight 34 C

4 Projectile motion 62 D

5 Stoke’s law 61 C

6 Properties of materials 84 A

7 Kinetic energy and power 66 D

8 Acceleration-time graph 19 D

9 Vector diagrams 39 A

10 Use of ΣF = ma 61 B

Most candidates scored between 5 and 7 out of 10, the mean being 5.2 for the multiple-choice

items. More able candidates did not perform as expected on this section, questions 2, 3 and 8 in

particular as well as some on 9.

Timing was not an issue on the paper, however, some low scoring candidates fared better on the

multiple-choice items than their higher scoring counterparts. Thus demonstrating that a

disproportionate amount of time was spent by some on this section.

Explanations of the distractors are included in the mark scheme but a few, more significant, points

are mentioned below. Questions 4, 7 and 9 are based upon straightforward substitutions into an

equation and it had been expected that these would be answered correctly by all candidates of E

grade ability and above.

Q02 – Newton’s second law primarily explains the acceleration of an object due to the presence of a

resultant force. It is Newton’s first law that expains why an object without a resultant force

continues with a uniform velocity. Hence, the two distactors for uniform motion, A and B, were

incorrect. While Newton’s third law can be used to explain the presence of each force acting on the

rocket, ie weight and thrust, it cannot solely be used to explain the subsequent acceleration, hence

distractor D was incorrect.

Q03 – When the object floats, the volume of water displaced is equal to the weight of the sphere. If

the sphere is completely submerged, twice the volume of water is now displaced, so the upthrust is

doubled. This means that there must now be an additional force acting downwards on the sphere,

equal to the difference in the two upthrusts, ie 2.5 N and response B.

Q05 – D is the correct answer as a lower viscosity reduces the drag force at any speed, so a greater

terminal velocity would be reached in order for the drag to be large enough to equal the weight

and the sand to reach terminal velocity. To reach the correct response of D, the other distractors

had to be evaluated to be discounted.

The following distractors are incorrect because:
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(A) was incorrect as smaller particles of sand have a smaller weight so reach terminal velocity more

quickly and travel downwards at a lower speed.

(B) was incorrect as water of a lower temperature will have a greater viscosity which would increase

the time.

(C) was incorrect as a smaller terminal velocity would increase the time taken to reach the bottom

of the beaker.

Q08 – Once the fuel runs out, the only forces acting would be the weight and drag forces. These are

both acting downwards, so the resultant force and hence acceleration would also change direction

and act downwards, changing the direction of the acceleration to negative. Therefore, distractors B

and D are incorrect as they have the change in direction of the acceleration at T and not before T. C

is correct over response A as the stem describes a constant upwards thrust. This would give a

constant acceleration and not an increasing acceleration so A is incorrect.

Q09 – The final displacement is the resultant of the two displacement vectors. It was expected that

candidates would be able to construct the vector triangle to identify the direction and relative size

of the resultant displacement. Without the need for a protractor, a ruler could be placed on the

12km displacement and moved across to the top of the 20km displacement so that the resultant,

response B, could be identified. If this method is used and a line of the same magnitude as the one

moved across, the correct direction can be obtained. If the line moved across is too short then the

direction of the resultant will be reversed, as was the case with many who thought A to be the

correct answer.
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Question 11 

This question specified that it should be answered in terms of momentum. Therefore responses

that only explained the context of the child and skateboard moving in an opposite direction, at a

lower velocity in terms of forces alone, could only usually score MP5 for the explanation of a lower

velocity.

The question required the candidates to address both the equal magnitude and the opposite

direction. Those that started using the initial momentum of zero and linked this to the final

momentum being zero gave the basis of a good explanation. However, many omitted to address

both parts of the question.

The precison of the terminology used, for example the inaccurate wording of the law of

conservation of momentum was notable for many.

Many candidates managed to score a minimum of 1 mark for the idea of a lower speed of the child

and skateboard, often without quite meeting the requirements of the other marking points.
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This response scored 2 marks. MP3 for the idea that the momenta of the ball and skateboarder and

child would be the same after the ball is thrown. MP5 for the explanation that as the mass of the

skateboard and child is greater, their velocity will be lower.
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This candidate has attempted to state the conservation of momentum

(MP2) but has missed out the total as it is the total momentum before

and after the event that are equal. It was also required that a reference

to conservation of momentum was made which this response gives in

line 4.

Therefore, this candidate has addressed the lower velocity aspect of

the motion of the skateboarder and the child but not the opposite.

They have not explained either why the momenta would be the same.

This reasoning needs to originate from the initial momentum being

zero, hence, using the conservation of momentum, the final

momentum is greater etc.

Learn laws accurately and make sure you understand the significance

of the 'total' in the law of conservation of momentum so it isn't

forgotten.

If a question asks you to explain two points, make sure you refer to

these points in your explanations. If necessary, highlight or underline

parts of the command sentence to prompt you.
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Just 1 mark was awarded for this response. MP5 for the explanation of the lower velocity.

Again, MP2 could not be awarded for the definition of the law of

conservation of momentum as the 'total' was omitted.

This candidate then attempted to describe this context in terms of

forces which did not pick up any marks.

The response does revert back to momentum but none of the

quantites in the given equation are defined, so the equation can't form

part of the explanation and be credited.

Read the question. If it asks you to refer to a specific quantity as part of

the response, don't discuss another.
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This response scored 4 marks. MPs 1, 2, 3 and 5. The direction was not addressed but the rest of

the explanation was methodically given.

The equation given in line 5 for the total momentum after the collision

was then rearranged to a statement that child + skateboard

momentum = ball momentum and a negative sign should have been

used which would have made MP4 possible.
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Question 12 

This was a context based question where candidates were required to determine if the efficiency of

the machine, ie the ramp and pulley system, was greater than 90%.

The 8kg mass could only fall through a maximum height of 2m and therefore the 50kg mass could

only move a maximum distance along the slope of 2m or maximum vertical height of (2 × sin theta)

ie 4/15. While many responses managed, as a minimum, to score the interim working marks for use

of the work done and efficiency equations, few fully appreciated the context and understood which

mass the work was done by and which mass the work was being done on.

It was quite common for candidates to gain a plausible answer of 83.3% but only gain MP2 and MP3

by working out mgh for the 50kg mass with an incorrect distance of 2m, and then dividing by mgh

for the 8kg mass with an incorrect distance of 15m, highlighting a failure to link work done to the

corresponding distance. It was rare to award MP1 and MP4, with some calculating the angle but

failing to use it. Others didn’t gain MP3 as they gained an incorrect useful energy for the 50kg mass,

which was larger than the output energy, and then perhaps because they knew that efficiency

should be less than 1, inverted the energies, rather than checking for errors in their energy

calculations.
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This response scored 2 marks for MP1 and MP2.
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The candidate has identified that sinθ = 2/15, scoring MP1.

The candidate has also used E

grav

 = mgh for the 8kg mass correctly,

scoring MP2.

The work done on the 50kg mass has not been calculated correctly as

the distance moved along the ramp is 2m and not 15m therefore an

incorrect vertical height has been calculated.

No credit could be given for use of the efficiency equation as they have

used work done by the 8kg mass divided by their work done on the

50kg mass, ie have used input energy / output energy which is

effectively the wrong equation for efficiency.

Invest the time to understand the context of the question. If the 8kg

mass can only move down by 2m then the 50kg mass would only be

able to move 2m along the slope, and not 15m.
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A well set out response scoring all 4 marks.

The component of the weight of the 50kg mass acting down the ramp,

50gsin7.66 has been used in the gravitational potential energy equation

to determine the work done on the 50kg mass (output energy).

The work done on the 50kg mass (output) energy has then been

divided by the work done by the 8kg mass (input) to calculate a correct

value for the efficiency.

When using the efficiency equation always make it very clear as to

which calculated energy or power is the input and which is the output.

Use a triangle when using trigonometry to determine an angle. It helps

to prevent the wrong trig function from being selected.
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A very common response scoring 2 marks, MP2 and MP3.

Had the 8kg mass been able to fall through a height of 15m, the 50kg

mass would have been raised by a vertical height of 2m. However, the

question referred to the machine in the diagram, and values had to be

used for this machine. Therefore only interim marks could be awarded,

even though the correct efficiency was determined.

The work done on the 50kg mass was awarded MP2 for use of the

gravitational potential energy equation but the wrong vertical height

was used. The work done by the 8kg mass also used an incorrect

distance for this context, as a height of 15m was used.

The candidate did go on to use the efficiency equation the right way up

and could be credited with MP3.

No MP4 could be awarded as the (albeit correct) value was obtained

using an incorrect method.
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Question 13 (a) 

Most candidates were able to extract information and use the gradient or points from the given

displacement-time graph to determine at least 1 value, in range, of the velocity of the swimmer.

Many were able to calculate the velocity out and in but some mistakenly gave a different value for

the return velocity.

Marks tended to be dropped at the graph drawing stage, usually due to the scaling of the axes. It

was expected that any graph drawn would cover at least 50% of the axes. Therefore a 1cm to 1m

s

–1

 scale would have prevented MP3 from being scored, as would no scaling at all, and just placing

+1.1 and -1.1 at the appropriate places be it 2cm or 2.1cm up from the origin was not deemed

sufficient for a scale. A proper scale needed to be marked on the velocity axis, the minimum

required was a 1, –1, at 2cm above and below the origin. Most candidates remembered to end their

graph at 90s, in line with the corresponding displacement-time graph above and could draw some

type of connecting line or curve between the positive and negative velocities from 42 to 48s,

enabling MP4 to be awarded.
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A good response scoring all 4 marks.
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MP1 and MP2 awarded for a correct value for velocity, in range.

MP3 awarded as a correct scale has been marked onto the velocity

axis. The velocity of 1.15 has been drawn correctly, with a horizontal

line between 0 and 42s and 48 and 90s with a connecting line between

these two values, thus scoring MP4.

Remember to take note of any maximum and minimum values when

translating information from one graph to another.
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This response scored 3 marks: MPs 1, 2 and 3.

Although the graph has been correctly scaled and a value for the

velocity of the swimmer has been calculated in range, the graph has

not been correctly drawn, preventing MP4 from being awarded.

The horizontal line extends to 45s and then continues, with a negative

velocity from 45s rather than allowing time for the change in direction

of the swimmer.
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MP1 and MP2 only scored here.

One calculated velocity is in range so MP1 and MP2 awarded.

The scale used on the graph is too small so no MP3.

Although the graph has been drawn correctly using both calculated

values, as the second velocity calculated was not in range, this is

penalised here as the second line should be at the same magnitude

velocity as the initial velocity line. No MP4 could be awarded.

The gradient of a displacement-time graph is the velocity. If a

displacement-time graph is symmetrical, then the velocities will have

the same magnitude, just, as in this case, one will be negative.
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Question 13 (b) (i)

During a glide only frictional forces act on the swimmer, as the arms and legs are not used to

provide a forwards force. The velocity of the swimmer will decrease from the start due to the

resultant force, opposite to the direction of motion. It was expected that a graph with a decreasing

gradient, from the origin, would be drawn.

For this response, 1 mark was awarded for an initial curve. No second mark as the gradient

increases and does not decrease.

The speed of the swimmer would decrease, due to frictional forces if

the swimmer does not apply any additional forces during the glide.

Therefore the graph would have a decreasing gradient as they would

be slowing down.
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Both marks scored.

The graph has a decreasing gradient from 0 seconds demonstrating

the decreasing velocity of the swimmer.
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Question 13 (b) (ii)

Q13b(i) involved one limitation for the simplified displacement-time graph. Q13b(ii) required the

identification and explanation of a second simplification that had been used to produce the graph

given at the beginning of Q13. 1 mark was awarded most frequently for noting that the simplified

graph showed velocity as constant. Few explained that this wasn’t correct because of, for instance,

variations of velocity during each stroke or the force varied within the stroke, or that the swimmer

moved above and below the water or that the speed would change going from gliding to

swimming.

Both marks were awarded to this response.

MP1 for identifying that the average rather than instantaneous speed

was plotted. MP2 was given for a suitable corresponding explanation as

to why this was not representative of the speed of the swimmer, with a

clear explanation that the speed will change during a stroke due to the

use of the arms and legs providing a force on the water.

Explain as a command term here requires a statement of a

simplification followed by an explanation.
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MP1 only for a simplification.

The explanation that the distance is not 100m is not correct so this

response just scored 1 mark for identifying that the velocity is not

constant.
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Question 14 (a) (i)

This question required a straightforward use of equations of motion or equating the gravitational

potential energy to the kinetic energy of the firework to determine the vertical launch velocity of the

firework.

Those who did not fully consider the directions and assumed that the initial velocity was 0 and g

was positive were not able to score MP2 and could only access MP1 for use of the correct equations

of motion.

Use of v

2

 = u

2

 + 2as was the most common method used. This question was answered well and the

vast majority of candidates that attained an E grade or above on this paper scored both marks.

1 mark only scored here.

An initial velocity of 0 has been used here and the final velocity has

been determined. The direction of g and s are not consistent as, if the

candidate was working out the equivalent velocity after falling through

the same vertical displacement then a and s should have the same

direction. Here, according to their calculation, they would have had to

square root a negative number.
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Think carefully about the directions of all substituted values. Make sure

that g has an opposite direction to any quantities in the upwards

direction.

A good response scoring both marks.

v = 0 was used and a negative value of g (and positive value of s) used

leading to a correctly obtained correct answer of 82.9m s

−1

 .
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Question 14 (a) (ii)

This question required the candidates to draw a graph of the initial velocity against the launch

angle up to the maximum height of 350m. The initial velocity calculated in part (a)(i) was for the

example where the firework is fired straight up into the air with only vertical motion, ie with a

launch angle (to the horizontal) of 90°. As the angle to the horizontal decreased, to reach the

maximum height of 350m, a greater initial speed was required. Therefore, what was considered to

be the most straightforward mark, MP1 was for a graph with a negative gradient.

The reasoning behind this question did stretch some with many lacking a quantitative appreciation

of how the angle varied with velocity, and so failed to obtain the first, second and fourth marking

points. The curve was frequently drawn convex instead of concave or even as a straight line.

Candidates rarely gained the third marking point and teachers should remind their students that

any key values should be labelled on sketch graphs.

This response scored 3 marks. MP1, MP2 and MP4 were awarded.
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Q14(a)(i) and (a)(ii) were both part of Q14(a), hence it was expected that

candidates should know that part (ii) would lead on from part (i) and

any values used in part (i) may be needed in part (ii). Therefore the

value of the minimum vertical velocity should have been plotted on the

graph. Part (i) was given as a 'show that' question so that candidates

would have a value to plot in part (ii).

If you are asked to sketch a graph, remember to add to the axes any

information that you may have been given or determined yourself

earlier in the question.
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This response scored all 4 marks.

Those candidates that realised that the graph would be a concave

curve, more often than not, used the initial velocity axis as an

asymptote, enabling them to score MP4.

Even if you are not entirely sure how to sketch a graph, it is always

sensible to try to plot any values that you have, including the maximum

and minimum values as this will usually give you the correct shape and

relationship.
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Question 14 (b) 

This question asked the candidates to explain how the time taken for the sound to reach the

student and the angle between the top and the bottom of the firework could be used to determine

the diameter of the firework. Many realised that speed × time was required to calculate the

distance to the firework but some responses referred to the speed of light or the speed of the

firework rather than the speed of sound.

Few managed to successfully identify that trigonometry could be used with this calculated distance

and an opposite angle of φ/2 to determine the radius, and hence the diameter of the firework.

Many used an incorrect trig function, used an arc length or referred to φ and not φ/2. For MP2, a

description of how to determine the radius was accepted as not all candidates remembered to

multiply this distance by 2 to obtain the diameter.

Generally, many candidates had a good idea of how to calculate the diameter but their

explanations lacked the required detail. This was not one of the more challenging questions on the

paper, but required the 2 minutes that the 2 marks suggested to reach a creative solution to what

was more of a problem solving question rather than one that required an application of their

knowledge.
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This response scored both marks.
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The candidate has suggested the distance (s) will be the speed of sound

× time and then 2stan(φ/2) = diameter.

The statement in the penultimate line is a little ambiguous as they

appear to have the radius, s × tan(φ/2) equal to 0, but this has been

explained in the final line so both marks could be awarded.

This is a good response that clearly defines any values used. So, when a

value to be used could be one of a few values that are relevant to the

question, state what it represents.
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This response scored 1 mark for MP2.

This candidate has referred to the initial velocity of the firework rather

than the speed of sound. Otherwise, this is a clear explanation which

scored MP2 for the explanation of how to use the calculated distance

and φ/2 to determine the radius and diameter.
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This response scored just 1 mark for MP1.

The distance to the firework has been correctly described but they

have used the incorrect trig function of sine rather than tan when

determining the radius. Otherwise this was a good, clear description.

When deciding which trig function to select it could be a good idea to

draw a small triangle at the side of any given diagram and add the

values known, making sure that you identify the right angle in the

triangle so that the correct trig function can be selected.
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Question 15 (a) 

Candidates were expected to estimate the length of their forearm before attempting the required

moments calculation. The diagram at the beginning of the question should have clued those who

were not familiar with this term as to which region of the arm the question was referring to. A large

range of 30-50cm was provided but some used the length of the entire arm, with some responses

quoting about 60cm while others, who did not appreciate the area concerned, quoted some very

small lengths of less than 10cm. However, those with a length out of range could, and usually did,

score MPs 3, 4 and 5 for the correct use of trigonomentry, use of the moments equation and

correct use of the principle of moments.

The use of the moments equation and application of the principle of moments was generally

answered far more successfully than in previous exam series, with a large proportion of candidates

successfully using trigonometry to determine the vertical component of the tension. Due to many

approaching the calculation using just one line of working, a number of responses did contain

arithmetic errors and candidates should try to spend the time double checking their calculations,

particularly where multiple steps are combined.

Some candidates left the estimate line blank, referring to a letter in place of the length in their

subsequent equations. Unless it was clear that the letter referred to was the length of the forearm,

then no credit could be given. Therefore candidates should make sure that they complete all parts

of the question, in this case even just replacing an estimate with a letter so that it is defined.

This was a good response scoring all 5 marks. This calculation was very clearly set out with a length

in the middle of the accepted range of 40cm.
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The candidate has clearly set out the clockwise and the anti-clockwise

moments, using their value for the length of the forearm of 40cm. They

have converted all lengths to metres but this was not necessary as long

as the units for each moment were consistent with each other.

Show all stages in the working out, explaining in words if necessary

what each equation represents, eg clockwise moments and anti-

clockwise moments.
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This response scored 3 marks: MPs 3, 4, and 5.

Unfortunately the estimate of the length of the forearm was slightly

below the range, so MP1 and MP5 could not be awarded. However this

candidate, using clearly set out working, demonstrated that they could

use the principle of moments accurately scoring all of the method

marks.

Practice making sensible estimates. In this question, the length

required was from the elbow to the fingertips so make sure you are

aware of exactly the region you should be estimating.
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This response scored 2 marks. This was for MP3 and MP4.

The estimation of the length of the forearm is too small and out of

range. However, this candidate has correctly used this length in the

moment equation and has attempted to use the principle of moments.

The horizontal, not the vertical, component of the tension has been

determined, hence MP2 and MP5 could not be awarded. However, they

have the correct length of 4cm for the tension so this could be credited

for use of the principle of moments, scoring MP4 as well.

Don't guess which trig function to select when resolving forces. If

necessary, draw a triangle, with the correct angle to help you select the

correct unit.
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Question 15 (b) 

The main assumption when completing the calculation in part (a) was that the beam is uniform, so

therefore the weight acts in the centre of the beam. It was expected that this would be applied to

the arm when discussing the limitations of the beam and spring as a model for the arm. Therefore,

the arm is not uniform and so the centre of gravity would not act through the centre. Some good

explanations were seen but many compared the different materials of the beam and arm or the

use of a spring to model the muscle in the arm.

In the majority of questions a converse argument, ie using the converse of the marking points, can

be used to explain an answer. However in this question, just stating that the beam is uniform, as

stated in the question, was not sufficient for implying that the arm is not uniform.

This response scored 0.

'Half the length' has been repeatedly referred to and this candidate

may have meant 'in the centre', however, this was unclear. Therefore

MP2 could not be awarded. They have stated that the beam is uniform

but did not state that the arm is not uniform and this has not been

implied sufficiently to award MP1.
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This response scored 1 mark, MP1.

The candidate has correctly identified that the forearm isn't uniform.

Just stating that it has muscles alone is not enough to imply this.

This response scored both marks.

A clear explanation identifying that the arm is not uniform and so the

centre of gravity is not in the centre and so the weight would not act

through the centre.

When modelling a complex object, a variety of 'compromises' or

simplifications will have to be made. When comparing the model to the

object, only consider the simplifications that directly affect any

measurements that will be taken.
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Question 16 (a) 

Question 16 involved a very familiar context, the core practical to determine the Young modulus of

a material.

When core practicals are examined on papers WPH11 and WPH12, the assessment objective

covered will usually be AO1, ie knowledge and understanding. Any application of these practicals

will be examined in WPH13. Therefore, this question really only examines recall and basic

understanding of the techniques involved.

Q16(a) was answered extremely well with the vast majority of responses scoring all 3 marks and

just the odd response dropping a mark, usually due to forgetting to mention that the repeated

measurements should be taken at different places or orientations. Most candidates referred to a

micrometer rather than a digital caliper and most referred to measuring at different places rather

than different orientations.

All 3 marks awarded.
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This candidate has included references to a micrometer (screw gauge),

measurements at different orientations and calculating a mean so all 3

marks awarded.

MP1 only awarded.

Only reference has been made to the measuring device and not about

the technique used so no further marks could be awarded.

Use the number of marks as a guide to the minimum number of points

to make.
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Question 16 (b) 

This was a standard question where it was expected that candidates would use the gradient or a

pair of points from the linear region of the graph to determine a value for the Young modulus of

the wire. Whereas most candidates used values from the linear region of the graph and used the

equations correctly, most errors were due to a missing unit or due to a power of 10 error, omitting

the 10

-3

 from the extension axis when reading from the graph.

This was answered extremely well with most candidates of middle ability or higher scoring all 4

marks. However, most that attained an E or above on the paper still managed to score 3 marks,

usually dropping the final mark as discussed above.

This response scored all 4 marks.
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A corresponding force and extension of 3.8N and 1.7 x 10

-3

 m have

been used from midway through the linear region. The candidate has

sensibly calculated the stress and strain separately and then combined

them using the Young modulus equation to give an answer, in range,

with a unit.

Although many candidates try to learn a combined equation of

E =Fx/AΔx for the Young modulus, it can be safer to complete the

interim stages and calculate separate values for the stress and strain

first. In addition to this, those that try to complete the calculation in

one step often trip up when rearranging a fraction divided by a fraction

ie E = F/A ÷ x/Δx. Therefore, it is better to spend the time setting out

each step clearly.
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This response did not score any marks.

This response has been included in this report as an example of why all

working should be shown so that interim steps can be credited.

No working out shown for the area so no credit could be given for any

work to reach the incorrect area of 17.76. 9.7N is clearly beyond the

end of the linear range so no MP2.

As there is no working out showing how the candidate reached their

values for stress and strain, this step and MP3 could not be awarded

either.

Show your working. Use of marks can be awarded, even if arithmetic

errors have been made, possily even at each interim stage!
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This response scored 2 marks.

The Young modulus of a material is a ratio of the stress to the strain in

the region where stress is proportional to the strain ie the linear part of

the graph. Although ths is a force-extension graph and not one of

stress and strain, the relationship still only holds in the linear region.

This candidate has selected to use a corresponding force and extension

(7.2N and 3.3 (x10

-3

 m) from just beyond the linear region so MP2 could

not be awarded.

MP1 for the area and MP3 for use of the stress and strain equations

could still be credited and no MP4 as this is conditional on MPs 1, 2, 3.

The candidate also forgot to include the 10

-3

 when reading the

extension from the graph.

Take note of any unit prefixes or additional powers of 10 when reading

values from the graph.

Use a ruler to accurately determine the end of a linear region on a

graph; do not do this by eye alone.
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Question 16 (c) 

This is possibly the first time many of the candidates will have attempted an indicative content

question. These are typically 6 mark questions intended to assess a candidate’s ability to show a

coherent and logically structured answer with linkage and fully sustained reasoning. For this 6 mark

question, a maximum of 4 Physics marks were available from a total of 6 indicative content (IC)

points and a potential 2 linkage marks depending on the IC points awarded and how they have

been linked together. This question replaces the QWC items which typically added up to a total of 8

marks on the legacy specification.

This question should have been based on a familiar context to candidates and it is hoped that they

would have come across the advantages of selecting a long and thin wire to use in this experiment.

Many candidates were able to state that such a wire would have a greater extension (IC1 and IC3)

with some suggesting that less load would be needed (to produce the same extension) which was

IC6. However, if percentage uncertainties were considered at all, it was often unclear as to which

measurement they were referring to, or uncertainties, without reference to the percentage

uncertainties were discussed. Candidates should always be clear in stating whether they are

describing the absolute or percentage uncertainty. It was rare to see candidates using

mathematical descriptions such as proportional or inversely proportional and so IC points 2 and 4

were awarded the least.

Some candidates unsuccessfully tried to approach the question by discussing stress and strain but

clearly did not understand that this really needed to be done separately in terms of a longer or a

thinner wire. Many did not realise that the Young modulus of the wire could not change and only

the stress and strain changing would be responsible for the greater extension.

For a longer wire, the stress would be constant. Therefore to obtain the same strain (and hence

Young modulus), the extension would have to be greater. Hence extension is proportional to the

original length (as every other quantity involved is constant).

For a thinner wire, the cross-sectional area would be smaller. This would result in a greater stress.

For the Young modulus to remain constant, the strain would need to be larger and hence the

extension would have to be greater.

Therefore, those that just quoted any formulae without stating which values are constant or

mentioning proportional or inversely proportional did not explain IC2 and IC4 sufficiently.

As mentioned above, some confusion was apparent about the significance of the Young modulus. It

should be made clear in any teaching that the Young modulus applies to a material (and is

independent of its dimensions) and the stiffness constant applies to the object, ie a spring or a

sample of wire.
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This response scored 1 mark.

IC1 for a longer wire, greater extension in lines 3-4.

The candidate has mentioned that the uncertainty is reduced but

should have referred specifically to the percentage uncertainty as the

absolute uncertainty would be the same.

This candidate has not made any reference to the reduced diameter of

the wire, as requested in the command sentence of the question.

1 x IC point = 1 mark (no linkage).

Make sure that you make it clear as to whether you are referring to the

absolute uncertainty or the percentage uncertainty.
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This was an excellent response which scored 5 marks.

IC1 - greater extension in line 3.

IC2 - length directly proportional to extension in line 2.

IC3 - for the thinner the wire, the greater the extension in lines 5-6.

IC4 - area inversely proportional to extension in lines 4-5.

IC5 - percentage error decreases in the penultimate line. They have

implied this is for the extension above.

5 x IC points = 3 marks.

2 x linkage marks.

Total = 5 marks.
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This is a response that is typical of those that scored 3 marks.

IC1 for extension is larger (line 3).

IC5 for percentage uncertainty for length is reduced (lines 1-2).

IC3 for extension also increases in line 9.

The candidate has identified that a thinner wire will have a greater

stress but has not linked this to the strain and hence extension, so no

IC4.

3 x IC = 2 marks.

1 linkage mark as this response has 3 IC points including 1 & 5 or 3 & 5.

Total = 2 + 1 = 3 marks.
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Question 17 (a) (i)

This was a high mark, multiple stage calculation. Due to 4 of the 5 marks being 'use of' marks, the

vast majority of candidates of E grade ability or above scored at least 2 marks. Only the best

realised that two heights had to be considered for the fall, ie the 'fall' and the height due to the

extension of the rope, and went on to score full marks.

The majority of candidates could use the equation for the fall factor and obtain a height fallen of

12m. Likewise, many could use the strain to determine the extension of the rope of 1.35m. Most

could go on to use the equation for the gravitational potential energy, usually with 12m and then

some equated this to the equation for the elastic potential energy.

This meant that even better candidates often scored only 4 marks, as they then equated their

gravitational potential energy for 12m (not 12m +1.35m) to elastic potential energy stored. As

mentioned above, few candidates realised that there would be the additional height fallen due to

the extension of the rope under the weight of the climber so only a small number reached the final

answer of 13 800 N.
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A typical response from a strong candidate scoring 4 marks.
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The height fallen of 12m and the extension of 1.35m have both been

calculated correctly. The candidate then calculated E

grav

 for just the fall

(and not the extension) and equated this to the elastic potential energy

scoring MPs 1, 2, 3, and 4.

A rare but outstanding response, scoring all 5 marks.

Once the height and the extension had been calculated, this candidate

added them to determine the total height fallen of 13.35m. This was

then used to determine the total E

grav

 transferred to E

elastic

 and equated

to the equation for E

elastic

. Hence the correct force acting on the climber

of 13 770N was determined.
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Spend time so that the context of the question is fully understood.

Remember to consider all of the stages involved in the motion of an

object. Once this has been realised, the physics involved should be

fairly straightforward.

A weaker response scoring 2 marks.

This standard of response was towards the lower end of those who

passed this exam and this candidate did not know what to do once

they had used the given fall factor equation and the strain equation.
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Question 17 (a) (ii)

Those who had not fully grasped the context of this question struggled to make a relevant and

sensible comment on the climber's suggestion. For those who did not make a comment on the

velocity or the force, a mark was awarded to those who commented on a greater distance or time

falling. The majority of those who managed to score commented that the height fallen or the time

would be greater. Few identified that the force acting on the climber would be greater and more

often than not, this was part of a list of factors that may or may not change as a result of using a

longer rope.

Had a longer rope been used, due to the additional height fallen, the kinetic energy and hence

velocity of the the climber would be greater on the full extension of the rope. Hence the

deceleration would have to be greater and a greater force would act on the climber.

This response scored 1 mark for a greater height fallen.
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This is a rare but excellent response that scored both marks.

This candidate has understood that more energy would have to be

absorbed as the climber would be going faster and therefore there

would be a greater force of the rope (on the climber).

In such a context, the energy transfers should be considered. This

would help you to appreciate the stages involved had a longer rope

been used.
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Question 17 (b) 

This was a very open ended question and 8 marking points were available for the 6 marks of the

question. It was pleasing to see so many candidates discuss more than one idea from the energy,

stiffness and breaking stress and although only the best scored 5 or 6 marks here, this was

accessible to most with many scoring 3 marks or more. The graphs given for this question enabled

the quantitative aspects of the answer to be in terms of the energy stored by the rope or its

stiffness. Good candidates referred to the stiffness, the energy stored and the breaking stress of

each rope in their comparisons between the old and the new rope.

Probably the easiest way to reach higher marks with this question was to use the area under the

graph and link this to the energy stored, MPs1-4. MPs 5-7 were available to those who also referred

to the stiffness of the rope. However, MP7 for a comparison of the stiffness of both ropes was

difficult to attain due to many not appreciating that the comparison needed to be made at the

same force and units had to be included.

Of those that attempted to determine the energy stored in each rope, few answers were in range,

many just approximating the curve to a triangle and obtaining an answer that was much higher

than the actual value. However, MP1 could still be scored for the use of the area under the graph.

As always, those who counted squares were more successful, with many managing to calculate at

least one energy in range. Even without a calculation, it could be seen that the area under the

graph for the newer rope was greater so MP4 was quite frequently awarded for a statement

referring to the energy stored in the newer rope compared to the older rope. Some candidates

were not awarded MP4 if they just referred to the energy in the rope; it had to be a clear

understanding that this would be the energy stored by or absorbed by the rope.

For the stiffness of the rope, an instantaneous value of the force/extension was accepted or the

gradient of a tangent at a specific force, most commonly the maximum force. Although, by

definition, the stiffness is force divided by the extension in the linear region of the graph (based

upon Kooke's law) as the material in the question is a rope and not a metal, the rope was

essentially changing properties as the applied force increased, hence the force/extension was

accepted as a means of determining a relative value for the stiffness.

The most common mark to award was that the newer rope breaks at a greater force. Answers in

terms of strength were not accepted as an explanation relating to the graph was required and a

statement about the strength was not considered to be a sufficient explanation.
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This response scored 2 marks.
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This candidate has approximated the area under each curve to a

triangle and obtained areas that are out of range. They did however

score MP1 for use of the area under the graph and MP4 for the idea

that the older rope absorbs less energy.

No further discussion of the stiffness or the breaking force was given

so just two marks for MP1 and MP4.

If a precise value is needed for the area under the graph then the area

should either be obtained by counting squares or by approximating the

area to a series of shapes and the area of each shape found.
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This response scored 4 marks.

The candidate has used a more accurate method to determine the

area, counting squares. A value that, to 1 sf, rounds to 700J was

obtained for the area under the graph for the older rope and a value

that rounds to 1 sf to 800J, was obtained for the newer rope. Thus

scoring MPs 1, 2, and 3.

The correct conclusion that the older rope stores less energy, MP4 was

awarded and the candidate also identified that the stiffness decreases

with age (MP7).
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When referring to the strength of a material, it is the stress at fracture

rather than just the stress.
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This was an excellent, succinct response, scoring 6 marks. As mentioned in the introduction,

candidates were more successful when using energy calculations than stiffness calculations

enabling them to pick up MPs 1-4.

MPs 1, 2, and 3 awarded for accurately counting squares to give the

energies, in range, with units.

MP4 for a conclusion linking the energy stored to the rope (line 4).

MP7 for smaller extension under same load, ie stiffer. They have

implied that they are talking about the new rope.

MP8 for greater breaking stress, again they have implied for the new

rope.

References to stronger were not sufficient alone for MP8.
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Question 18 (a) (i)

Question 18(a)(i) should have been very familiar to candidates as questions using the context of an

object falling through a fluid were examined many times on the previous specification. Hence it was

answered very well with nearly 75% of candidates that attained an E grade or above typically

scoring all 4 marks. Most other candidates tended to just drop 1 mark for an inaccurate diagram or

omitting to mention that it is a constant or maximum velocity.

Many candidates were able to gain the first 3 marking points as they could describe the forces in

equilibrium, draw a labelled diagram showing the force directions and state that the velocity was

constant. However, candidates should improve their accuracy in drawing free-body diagrams to a

scale. They should be taught:

to always use a ruler

all lines should be vertical

the base of all arrowed lines should touch the dot

measure lengths used properly - if the object is moving at a constant velocity then the total of the

upward arrow lengths should equal the downward arrow length for the weight

ignore any forces that the question specifically refers to as negligible.
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This response scored all 4 marks,

The arrowed lines have the correct labels and directions (MP3) and are

just about the same length, so MP4 could be awarded.

An explanation of the entire motion of the raindrop was not necessary

but obviously many just repeated the standard answer. The candidate

did identify that at the terminal velocity, the resultant force becomes

zero and the raindrop reaches a constant velocity, scoring MP1 and

MP2.
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Read the question. The more detail included that is not necessarily

required, the more opportunities there are to contradict yourself and

introduce errors.

In the question only an explanation at, and not leading up to, the

terminal velocity was required.

This response scored 3 marks.

Both marks were awarded for the diagram. The weight arrow was just

about considered to be close enough in length to the drag arrow. A

ruler should have been used to draw and measure these lines.

MP2 has been awarded but again, the candidate has not explained

what is meant by terminal velocity, ie a maximum or constant velocity,

so no MP1.
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This response scored 2 marks.

According to the lengths of the arrows, this object is either decelerating

or moving upwards, hence MP4 could not be awarded for correct

arrow lengths.

The explanation does not explain that the velocity is constant or

maximum at the terminal velocity, hence MP1 could not be awarded

either.

The relative arrow lengths must be correct in relation to the motion of

the object when drawing a free-body force diagram.
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Question 18 (a) (ii)

Q18(a)(ii) was the last of the long calculations on the paper. Candidates found this challenging for

the wrong reasons in that they knew which equations to use to determine the weight of the

raindrop and then mostly knew to equate the weight of the raindrop to the given equation for the

air resistance. However, many candidates lost marks as they were unable to calculate the area of a

circle, ie the cross-sectional area of the raindrop and the volume of the raindrop correctly, skills

they would have used many times before.

It was not uncommon to see answers using the equation for the surface area of a sphere (4πr

2

) in

place of the cross-sectional area and other mistakes made included halving the radius (assuming

that the question had given the diameter and not the radius) and forgetting to square or cube the

radius as appropriate. The most common error when calculating the weight was to forget to

multiply the mass by g. Some incorrectly used Stoke's equation for air resistance instead of the

given equation. 

Candidates were quite often awarded the second and third marks as they could use the equations

to attempt to calculate the weight and equate it to the expression for air resistance. However, for a

variety of small mathematical errors, the final mark was not awarded much. Candidates should be

encouraged to check their calculations carefully and show all working clearly.
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This response scored 3 marks.

The volume, mass and hence weight have all been calculated correctly.

The weight was then equated to the air resistance equation and

rearranged in one step which is something to be avoided. Therefore

MPs 1, 2 and 3 could be awarded.

Then, in the process of calculating the final answer, an arithmetic error

must have been made as the final answer quoted is incorrect.
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Always show your working out so interim method marks, 3 in this case,

can be awarded.

This response scored 1 mark.

MP2 was awarded for use of ρ = m/V and W = mg.

To score MP1, both the volume and cross-sectional area equations had

to be correctly used. This candidate has used the equation for the

surface area of a sphere rather than the cross-sectional area of a

sphere so MP1 could not be awarded. In addition to this they did not

square the radius when using the equation.

As the candidate has used the correct equation for F incorrectly and

has not made it clear earlier on in their response that they think 4πr

represents the area, credit was not given for use of W = F as they have

effectively not used the equation for F correctly.
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Again, show all interim steps and try not to substitute everything into

an equation in one step.

This last example scored all 4 marks.

Not to be encouraged but the substitution into the combined

equations for W = F was made in one step. This candidate however has

used the correct equations for the volume of the sphere, the cross-

sectional area of the raindrop, the mass and the weight correctly giving

an answer in range with units.
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Question 18 (b) (i)

Question 18(b)(i) examined specification point 7: 'understand how to make use of the

independence of vertical and horizontal motion of a projectile moving freely under gravity'. This

question required candidates to realise that the drops followed a projectile trajectory so that the

vertical displacement increased while the horizontal displacement was constant. Few managed to

consider both aspects of the motion with sufficient accuracy to score both marks, even if the

motion was known (and sometimes even stated above the diagram). More often than not, if the

motion in one direction was drawn with sufficient accuracy, the other direction was neglected.

Therefore, for those that scored on this question, it was far more common to award 1 and not

2 marks.

It was more common for candidates to draw the increasing displacement between the vertical

drops although this was often accompanied with a decreasing horizontal displacement between

the drops.

Questions that require candidates to demonstrate their knowledge and understanding by sketching

of graphs and completing diagrams are often more demanding than those that examine the same

specification points and skills in written form, even if on first glance the question appears to be

quite straightforward. The level of accuracy required does not allow for the ambiguity that written

responses permit. Therefore, it is essential that candidates are given the opportunity to practice

these skills wherever opportunity arises during the delivery of the course.
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A very typical response that scored 0 marks.

The candidate has a curved trajectory but it can be seen that both the

horizontal and vertical displacements are decreasing.

In such questions, without the help of graph paper or a printed grid, it

may be helpful to mark out a very basic grid on which to sketch the

positions.
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This response scored 1 mark.

By eye, you can see clearly that the vertical displacement between each

drop is increasing. In comparison to the displacement between the first

two printed drops, the horizontal displacement is increasing so no

MP2.

Please remember that when falling solely under gravity, the horizontal

velocity of an object is constant and the object accelerates vertically.
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This response scored both marks.

With such large distance between drops 2 and 3, there was only space

to draw 2 additional drops. The candidates did not have to work out

the relative spacing vertically so as long as the displacement increased,

MP1 could be awarded.

It was quite tricky to gauge by eye, but with a ruler it can be seen that

the horizontal displacement remained constant, scoring MP2.
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Question 18 (b) (ii)

While most candidates appreciated that the equation s = ut + ½at

2

 was required, with u = 0, few

could select the appropriate time taken for the drop to reach the ground. As has been seen in

previous exam questions (on legacy specifications), using ticker tape or frame rates, extracting the

time of an event from the dot/frame rate can be challenging for candidates.

Hence only the best candidates scored both marks with most that attained an E or above being

awarded MP1 for use of the above equation of motion using a time of 0.2s, 0.25s, 0.75s, 1s or the

correct time of 0.38s. 1s and 0.2s were the most common incorrect times used.

With a drop rate of 5 per second, the time between drops was 0.2s. With 4 drops above the lowest

drop, there are 4 time periods or 4 x 0.2s = 0.8s.

This response scored all 3 marks.

The candidate has identified that the time between drops is 0.2s and

multiplied this by 4 to get the time taken for the first drop to reach the

ground. They have used this in the correct equation of motion to reach

the correct answer of 3.14m.
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When given an event rate, try to identify the time between events and

look at the number of events (distances between drops) in order to

work out the total time.

This response scored 1 mark.

The correct equation of motion with u = 0 has been used but with an

incorrect time of 0.2s. Just MP1 awarded.
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Paper Summary
This paper provided candidates with a wide range of contexts from which their knowledge and

understanding of the physics contained within this unit could be tested.

A greater understanding of the context and question being asked would have helped many

candidates. A sound knowledge of the subject was evident for many, but the responses seen did

not reflect this as the specific question was not always answered as intended.

Based on their performance on this paper, some candidates could benefit from more teaching time

and extra practice on the following concepts and skills:

Make sure that the core practicals are covered thoroughly; there are usually recall questions

asking for details of these practicals.

Practise using equations to determine the area of a circle and the volume of a sphere and extend

this practice to correct use of the density equation and for upthrust calculations.

Practise longer explanations paying particular attention to the structure and making sure that the

points mentioned link together wherever possible.

Invest time when a large amount of information is presented in a question; read the question so

that the context is fully understood before answering the question.

Make sure that all working out is shown in higher mark calculations so that credit for interim

working can be given if arithmetic or power of ten errors are made.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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